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TWENTIETH ANNUAL SILENT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE MEMORIAL MARCH 

Statement 

HON ALISON XAMON (East Metropolitan) [10.06 pm]: I also wish to rise tonight to make some comments 
about the Twentieth Annual Silent Domestic Violence Memorial March, which I attended and, as was 
mentioned, a number of other women from this place and the other place also attended. I was very pleased to see 
the number of women who attended this year. It was much larger than in previous years, so I would say that it 
was quite successful. This march is held every year to commemorate and honour people who have died in the 
previous 12 months from family and domestic violence–related incidents. This year it was held at a different 
time from usual. It now coincides with the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, 
which is also known as White Ribbon Day, which is tomorrow.  

The ceremony was very moving and the speakers were very inspiring. As was noted there have been 15 deaths in 
WA in the past year from domestic violence. I was particularly interested in some of the comments made by one 
of the speakers, Allan Wade, an adjunct associate professor from the University of Victoria in Canada and a 
principal at the centre for response-based practice. He is also here for a two-day conference for practitioners 
dealing with issues around domestic violence. He had some very interesting comments to make. As he pointed 
out, White Ribbon Day began in Canada in response to what is now called, the Montreal massacre, when in 1989 
a gunman murdered 14 women at the Montreal Polytechnic University simply because they were women. The 
white ribbon has come to symbolise the innocence of the women who were murdered in Montreal and the 
women who are objectified, harassed, raped, beaten and murdered today.  

He pointed out that when we talk about violence we cannot be attached to simply fixed categories of women and 
men. He noted that White Ribbon Day is about our desire to end violence against straight women as well as 
those who are transitioning and those who identify as queer, bisexual and lesbian and women with fixed and 
fluid gender and sexual identities. In particular, Professor Wade pointed out that the white ribbon has come to 
symbolise men’s efforts to stop men’s violence against women. We are seeing in growing numbers men 
recognising that today and every day violence by men against women is also a men’s issue. More than the 
economy or politics, surely violence, especially violence against women, is a men’s issue. I have noticed here in 
WA that more and more young men in particular are starting to take up the issue of White Ribbon Day and the 
challenge. I applaud them for that and for being prepared to challenge other men to also address the issue of 
violence against women.  

One of the very sad things about White Ribbon Day that was mentioned today was that five of the men in the 
classroom in Canada when the women were gunned down and killed have subsequently gone on to commit 
suicide, which is obviously devastating. 

Professor Wade also talked about the way in which violence against women is bound up tightly with other forms 
of hatred and discrimination, including racism. He noted that in Canada, as in Australia, Aboriginal women and 
refugee women are violated at higher rates than are other women. He noted the state of public indifference to 
violence against Aboriginal women and also the disproportionate number of Aboriginal children in care in 
Canada. I know that the figures are remarkably similar in Australia. He also talked about the conditions of life 
for Aboriginal women in Canada and Aboriginal people in general and noted that their circumstances remain 
virtually unchanged despite having received an apology in the same way Australia apologised a few years ago. 
He also talked about the way in which, at the same time the country has apologised, it has facilitated the 
breakdown of Aboriginal communities so that mining companies and other large interest groups can gain access 
to Aboriginal land. Professor Wade spoke about violence against women being deliberate and pointed out that 
there is always an element of choice; men who choose to abuse their partners have obviously learned how to be 
respectful and communicate effectively and to express love and affection because that is how they managed to be 
with their partners in the first place. However, the question needs to be asked about the circumstances in which 
men are likely to choose to be violent. Professor Wade asked us to examine the social conditions in which men 
choose to be violent or to be respectful, and he included human services and criminal justice practices. He called 
for the hope that the white ribbon will continue to rally progressive men’s activism. He spoke about an activism 
for men that finds solidarity and common purpose with women’s rights and human rights organisations. 
According to my notes, Professor Wade stated — 

We men do not need to get lost in chirping at women who had the guts to stand up to male power and 
privilege because we want now, on the platforms those women built, to talk about violence against men. 

I thought that quite a powerful statement coming from a man who wanted to remind men that they need to work 
within structures that have been progressed by feminist organisations and the like when tackling issues of 
violence. Professor Wade certainly confirmed the need to talk about the ritual humiliation of boys and violence 
against Aboriginal men. He called on men to draw on the lessons learned in other social justice movements and 
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in particular on the lessons learned from the feminist, queer, antiracist, anti-ableist and post-colonial movements, 
and to find points of connection, build solidarity and work as allies with these groups. He also cautioned against 
the use of misleading statistics that claim to show women are just as violent as men. He certainly noted that men 
die from domestic violence, and we saw today, when we were laying the flowers, that both men and women kill 
their partners. However, it is noted that when women kill, it is typically in self-defence and after a long history of 
violence by their partner. Professor Wade talked about how Canada has developed primary aggressor legislation, 
which requires, as policy, that in the police investigation phase and, as law, that in court presentation every effort 
be made to identify the primary aggressor. He also talked about the way in which offenders isolate victims and 
how men want to “other” the various women’s movements to not only promote isolation, but ultimately incite 
and enable further violence. Professor Wade asked men to stand up to and not simply stand by violence against 
women. He noted that men should also not stand by racism, economic exploitation or homophobia and the other 
systems of hate and neglect. He pointed out that one form of violence begets another. 

I note that in July 2010, the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women noted with 
concern the unacceptably high levels of violence against women that persist in Australia, with one in three 
Australian women experiencing physical violence and one in five experiencing sexual violence in their lifetime.  

We still have quite a long way to go, although we have come a long way in the past few decades. I applaud those 
men who have been prepared to work alongside and with the women’s movement to try to highlight the issue of 
violence against women and violence generally. We have much to learn from taking a holistic approach to 
addressing the root causes of violence. 
 


